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Improving housing affordability in Australia – a reform proposal 
Summary  

This paper makes the case that housing in Australia is relatively unaffordable for many because: 

1. Failure in the housing market means housing is not being provided in the type or 

quantity required to meet the needs of the whole population for shelter, and for the 

security and stability required for wellbeing   

2. The unearned increase in land value generated by general ongoing development rather 

than the landowner’s personal efforts is largely captured by the landowner rather than 

being significantly recouped by the community 

3. The easy availability of credit for housing, including high loan-to-valuation ratios and 

interest-only loans ‘bids up’ the price of housing 

4. Tax concessions provided in the Australian tax system also encourage investors to bid 

up the price of housing, reinforcing widespread expectations of future capital gains 

from residential property.   

The paper proposes reforms including that: 

1. The community recoup a sizeable proportion of the capital gains of all property 

(including owner-occupied housing) when sold 

2. ‘Macroprudential’ controls such as maximum loan to valuation ratios be imposed on 

housing loans 

3. Negative gearing be removed from established housing after the next sale.  

The paper is based on the work of others who are acknowledged. 

Introduction 

This paper looks at the main reasons why housing is so unaffordable in Australia in 2015 relative to 

earlier decades and suggests possible reforms to make housing more affordable.  

The paper draws on the insights of others particularly Gavin Putland, Karl Fitzgerald, Paul Egan and 

Philip Soos, and Catherine Cashmore.  

A perennial media favourite  
‘Australia’s housing affordability crisis’ is a perennial favourite with the media. A Google search 

using this phrase yields more than 60,000 results. 

The crux of the issue is that in Australia the ratio of median dwelling price to median household 

income grew by about 50% between 1996 and 2011 as wages growth fell well behind dwelling 

price growth.  Sydney is the extreme example of this with the median house price in February 2015 

reaching about $850,000, compared to the median household income of about $80-85,000. 

This is an issue policy makers seem unwilling or unable to do anything effective about. The most 

common response is to put most of the blame for rising prices on insufficient housing supply (as in 

this New Zealand example).  

However some government authorities have been willing to acknowledge that other factors have 

had a significant influence. The report of the Australian Productivity Commission’s First Home 

http://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2012/dec/2.html
http://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2012/dec/2.html
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-02-02/home-price-gains-continue-in-2015/6061510
http://www.productivity.govt.nz/inquiry-content/1509?stage=4
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Ownership Inquiry in 2004 acknowledged the role of cheaper and more accessible finance as well 

as negative gearing and capital gains tax provisions.     

One of the clearest statements of the influence of these other factors is contained in the Reserve 

Bank of Australia (RBA) 2003 submission to the First Home Ownership Inquiry. The executive 

summary to this submission states that  ‘The major reason that house prices have risen so much 

relative to incomes over the past decade or so is that interest rates on mortgages have 

approximately halved.’   

 The RBA also found ‘support for the view that investors have been contributing disproportionately 

to the increase in housing demand over recent years, with the effect that affordability, especially by 

first-home buyers, has been reduced.’ 

 Before examining in more detail the causes of rapidly rising housing prices, let’s look at what roles 

housing performs. 

The two roles of housing 
Housing has come to have two different roles. Most fundamentally housing provides shelter, 

security and stability, but it has also become a significant mechanism for investment. The New 

Zealand Productivity Commission Housing Affordability Inquiry Issues Paper puts it this way:  

 ‘The dual role of housing as both a consumption and investment good heavily influences its 

affordability and price.’ 

‘The level of investor activity in housing markets may be influenced by factors such as the 

taxation treatment of housing and expectations about returns (derived from rents and capital 

gains), and the prospective returns from alternative forms of investment (such as shares).’  

At times when taxation regimes and prospective returns are favourable for housing investment, 

the investment role tends to dominate over the consumption role. If affordability is to be 

improved, the balance between these two roles needs to be addressed. 

The key factors likely to be influencing housing prices will now be examined. 

Housing supply 

 Prominent economist Saul Eslake makes the case that by 2011 housing stock in Australia was 

growing at historically low levels relative to population growth. (This situation became much more 

pronounced after the 2003 RBA submission referred to above). He says this is due to greatly 

reduced public housing construction, more stringent urban planning requirements and higher 

infrastructure charges. 

 Economic theory suggests that increasing supply will lower the price for a given level of demand. 

This assumes there is a competitive market in which the product is homogenous and no economic 

‘agent’ in the market has a disproportionate influence on prices. However, the housing market 

does not meet either of these criteria as discussed below.  

 

 

http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/completed/first-home-ownership/report/housing.pdf
http://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/completed/first-home-ownership/report/housing.pdf
http://www.rba.gov.au/publications/submissions/prod-comm-frst-home.pdf
http://www.rba.gov.au/publications/submissions/prod-comm-frst-home.pdf
http://www.productivity.govt.nz/sites/default/files/NPC3189-Housing-Affordability-Issues-Paper-June2011_1_0.pdf
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
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a) Housing is not a homogenous product (see page 1658 here).  

This is obvious from the way people are choosy about location and housing features. 

Moreover, housing or residential land will always be in relatively short supply in many high 

amenity locations like the Sydney harbour foreshore, or more generally in locations close 

to the CBDs of the major cities like Sydney or Melbourne. Opportunities to increase 

housing supply through higher residential density in these locations are relatively limited. 

Increasing supply in one land ‘sub-market’ (e.g. urban fringe) will not necessarily reduce 

prices in a different sub-market (e.g. inner city). Clearly housing is not a commodity subject 

to simple supply-demand relationships. 

 

b) Economic ‘agents’ have a disproportionate influence on housing prices   

There are two obvious agents who influence supply, namely government urban planning 

authorities and developers.  

 The urban planning system regulates the supply and location of housing for broader 

economic, social and environmental reasons. It is clear that new housing and residential 

land developments now have to achieve higher design standards and environmental 

performance than in earlier decades. This has resulted in longer and more costly approval 

processes and higher construction costs. However, acknowledgement of this does not 

necessarily mean that development standards should be relaxed. Housing and land 

development often have the potential for significant ‘externalities’ such as air and water 

pollution, noise nuisance, traffic impacts, and biodiversity impacts, which were not given as 

much priority in previous decades. 

Government policies to limit ‘greenfield’ development are likely to have reduced the 

supply of residential land in outer urban areas, particularly in Sydney and Melbourne. Such 

policies are often part of a planning agenda to encourage urban ‘consolidation’ in 

established housing areas. However, ‘exclusionary zoning’ imposed in some of these 

established areas to restrict redevelopment in response to NIMBY pressure makes urban 

consolidation hard to achieve. 

 Developers also have a significant influence on supply. In general, developers will offer new 

housing or residential allotments for sale only when they can realise sufficient profit on the 

sale. An inquiry by the West Australian parliament in 2011 found evidence that land 

developers were withholding housing blocks from the market (see also here). This practice, 

which is obviously designed to keep prices higher, has also been elsewhere reported in 

outer Melbourne. Therefore release of more land by urban planning authorities will not 

necessarily increase housing supply. 

 Eslake notes that ‘during this period (1961-76), Federal and State Government housing 

policies were principally directed towards increasing the supply of housing, and at 

increasing or maintaining home ownership rates. And these policies actually achieved 

those objectives.’ It’s plausible that the relatively high levels of public housing construction 

in earlier decades helped to ensure that supply was not artificially constrained by private 

developers.   

https://books.google.com.au/books?id=oACQM7HMDDoC&pg=PA1658&lpg=PA1658&dq=land+is+not+a+homogeneous+product&source=bl&ots=7zrLO8-FDl&sig=ymeg8EJNeO5A2_15zvWF3hir6gQ&hl=en&sa=X&ei=_n4CVbD8HIjr8AXjxgI&ved=0CB0Q6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=land%20is%20not%20a%20homogeneous%20product&f=false
http://www.smh.com.au/business/comment-and-analysis/whos-taxing-who-and-who-pays-the-rent-20140228-33rb1.html
http://theconversation.com/killing-off-stamp-duty-a-good-policy-that-no-politician-supports-38536
http://www.lse.ac.uk/geographyAndEnvironment/whosWho/profiles/cheshire/pdfs/Land%20markets.pdf
http://www.lse.ac.uk/geographyAndEnvironment/whosWho/profiles/cheshire/pdfs/Land%20markets.pdf
http://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/parliament%5Ccommit.nsf/%28Report+Lookup+by+Com+ID%29/F4088CA4544382084825793D00061BD2/$file/30105662.pdf
https://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/business/wa/a/22865421/developers-choking-land-supply/
http://www.smh.com.au/business/property/from-big-land-banks-little-things-grow-20120601-1znb4.html
http://www.smh.com.au/business/property/from-big-land-banks-little-things-grow-20120601-1znb4.html
https://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
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The issue of infrastructure charges relates directly to the purchasing power of home buyers. 

Because there is a situation of restricted supply as discussed above, the sale price of housing is 

essentially ‘whatever the market will bear’ (that is ‘demand driven’ – see page 1655 here), and 

removal of infrastructure charges will not necessarily reduce the price of housing. Most likely the 

saving will be pocketed by the developer. Conversely if new charges are imposed the more likely 

result is lower prices paid by developers for broadhectare land rather than higher housing prices. 

 In summary, governments regulate residential land releases for new housing to achieve broader 

community objectives, and private interests are motivated to keep supply tight and have some 

ability to do so. Hence there are limited opportunities to increase supply. Nevertheless, 

government land release policies should still be reviewed to reduce impacts on housing 

affordability, where possible. 

In any event, it is far from clear that increasing supply in itself would reduce prices much, as 

observed in 2010 by the Housing Supply and Affordability Reform (HSAR) Working Party, which 

reported to the Council of Australian Governments that  

‘All things being equal, more efficient supply should put downward pressure on house prices.  

However, addressing supply-side impediments may not cause house prices to fall or rents to ease 

significantly.  It is possible for high house prices to exist even in a relatively efficient market.  This is 

because other structural and cyclical factors — such as population growth and interest 

and unemployment rates — also play a major role in determining the level and growth of house 

prices and rents.   

  Some of these other factors will now be examined. 

Access to housing finance    

The Australian banking system was significantly deregulated in the early 1980s, leading to greater 

competition. Previously during the 1970s, a potential borrower would have to establish a record of 

savings with the bank. A substantial deposit of 20% or more could be required for a home loan and 

the size of repayments limited to a conservative amount relative to income (often limited to the 

income of the primary ‘breadwinner’ only).  

The RBA notes that ‘financial market deregulation in the 1980s meant less credit rationing, 

increasing the amount households could borrow and opening the borrowing market to a wider set 

of households. The effect of this increase in credit supply was amplified by falling inflation, which 

declined from an average of 10 percent in the 1970s to around 2-3 per cent by the 1990s. This fall in 

inflation flowed through, with a lag, to lower nominal interest rates… which in turn meant that 

mortgage payments did not rise as much as dwelling prices’.   

Following deregulation, there was also more competition between mortgage lenders leading to a 

relaxation of the previous lending standards. In particular, through the activities of mortgage 

brokers and the practice of on-selling mortgages through mortgage backed securities, incentives to 

sign up borrowers were separated from the risks of loan default. This resulted in more buyers in 

the market. 

https://books.google.com.au/books?id=oACQM7HMDDoC&pg=PA1658&lpg=PA1658&dq=land+is+not+a+homogeneous+product&source=bl&ots=7zrLO8-FDl&sig=ymeg8EJNeO5A2_15zvWF3hir6gQ&hl=en&sa=X&ei=_n4CVbD8HIjr8AXjxgI&ved=0CB0Q6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=land%20is%20not%20a%20homogeneous%20product&f=false
http://www.coag.gov.au/sites/default/files/Final%20Report%20-%20Housing%20Supply%20and%20Affordability%20Reform.doc
http://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2012/dec/2.html
http://useconomy.about.com/b/2008/10/13/role-of-derivatives-in-creating-mortgage-crisis.htm
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As well as relatively low interest rates, rising incomes and a significantly larger proportion of two-

income households (at p28) have greatly increased capacity to pay.    

 A much more relaxed approach to housing investment lending also brought more investors into 

the housing market. As the RBA notes 

‘Banks and other providers of finance are now eager to lend to households for (rental property) 

investment purposes based on the collateral in their own homes. There is no longer an interest-

rate penalty, low-equity and interest-only loans are readily available…’  

This had an adverse effect on affordability particularly for owner-occupiers.  

Tax incentives and expectations of future capital gains 
Tax incentives are provided for housing investors in the form of discounted capital gains tax rates 

and so-called ‘negative gearing’ which allows losses on investment housing to be tax deductible 

against other personal income in Australia. These incentives reinforce widespread expectations of 

future capital gains from housing including from owner occupied housing not subject to a capital 

gains tax. In fact, one commentator asserts ‘that there is only one consideration for many housing 

investors: expectations of massive capital gains.’ 

Saul Eslake notes that ‘after the Howard Government’s 1999 decision to tax capital gains at half 

the rate applicable to other income (instead of taxing inflation-adjusted capital gains at a 

taxpayer’s full marginal rate), ‘negative gearing’ became a vehicle for permanently reducing, as 

well as deferring, personal tax liabilities. And the availability of depreciation on buildings adds to 

the way in which ‘negative gearing’ converts ordinary income taxable at full rates into capital 

gains taxable at half rates.’ 

 Nor can it be argued that negative gearing promotes new housing construction. Eslake comments 

that ‘92% of all borrowing by residential property investors over the past decade (up to about 

2012) has been for the purchase of established dwellings, as against about 72% of all borrowing 

by owner-occupiers. Precisely for that reason, the availability of ‘negative gearing’ contributes to 

upward pressure on the prices of established dwellings, and thus diminishes housing affordability 

for would-be home buyers.’ 

This echoes the view of the RBA that ‘investors have been contributing disproportionately to the 

increase in housing demand over recent years, with the effect that affordability, especially by first-

home buyers, has been reduced.’ 

Economic commentator Ross Gittins agrees that the change in capital gains taxation plus negative 

gearing lead to a property boom.  

 In Eslake’s view there is no evidence that negative gearing has a positive effect on rental vacancy 

rates.  ‘Most other ‘advanced’ economies don’t have ‘negative gearing’: yet most other countries 

have higher rental vacancy rates than Australia does.’  

http://books.google.com.au/books?hl=en&lr=&id=XSSxC3VsltQC&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&dq=barbara+pocock+work+life+collision&ots=9L39jhn7kB&sig=CYmEJ1rIXgj4GoyC2hdcl-omrpI#v=onepage&q=barbara%20pocock%20work%20life%20collision&f=false
http://books.google.com.au/books?hl=en&lr=&id=XSSxC3VsltQC&oi=fnd&pg=PR7&dq=barbara+pocock+work+life+collision&ots=9L39jhn7kB&sig=CYmEJ1rIXgj4GoyC2hdcl-omrpI#v=onepage&q=barbara%20pocock%20work%20life%20collision&f=false
http://www.rba.gov.au/publications/submissions/prod-comm-frst-home.pdf
http://www.businessspectator.com.au/article/2014/7/15/property/great-australian-housing-rip
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
http://www.rba.gov.au/publications/submissions/prod-comm-frst-home.pdf
http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/07/25/1090693834175.html
http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/07/25/1090693834175.html
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
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 There is a widespread (but erroneous) belief that the temporary removal of negative gearing in 

the mid-1980s caused a surge in rents. Eslake describes this as an urban myth. Business 

commentator Greg Jericho provides evidence to back Eslake’s view.  

Suggested reform framework 
a) Recognise the overriding importance of housing as a place of shelter and as a source of 

security and stability 
The basis of the proposed reforms is that the balance between the provision of shelter – 

recognised as a fundamental right in the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights – and 

the use of housing as a private wealth-creation tool is now tipped too far towards the 

latter. Because of failure in the housing market due in part to its non-competitive nature 

(see above), regulatory reforms are required to correct that failure. The pre-eminent role 

of housing as a place of shelter and a source of security and stability for human wellbeing 

needs to be clearly re-established. 

 

b) Subdue expectations of future capital gains by recouping a significantly greater portion of 

capital gains  
There is a fundamental issue with the capital gains currently retained in large part by 

private property owners. The increases in land values are created by the general expansion 

and development of cities and towns rather than by the efforts of the landowners. 

 

Nineteenth century political economist John Stuart Mill saw it this way: 

‘The ordinary progress of a society, which increases in wealth, is at all times tending to 

augment the income of landlords; to give them both a greater amount and a greater 

proportion of the wealth of the community, independently of any trouble or outlay incurred 

by themselves. They grow richer, as it were in their sleep, without working, risking or 

economising.’ Mill called this gain by landlords ‘unearned increment.’  

 Winston Churchill was also concerned about 'the enrichment which comes to the landlord 

who happens to own a plot of land on the outskirts or at the centre of one of our great 

cities, who watches the busy population around him making the city larger, richer, more 

convenient, more famous every day, and all the while sits still and does nothing!...Every one 

of these improvements is effected by the labour and at the cost of other people. Many of 

the most important are effected at the cost of the municipality and of the rate-payers. To 

not one of those improvements does the land monopolist, as a land monopolist, contribute, 

and yet by every one of them the value of his land is sensibly enhanced.’ 

 A research report prepared for the Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute 

(AHURI) makes a similar point (at p19) that ‘the unearned capital gains generated by 

population growth and by economic growth are captured by the wealthiest households in 

the population and by those who, by virtue of little more than their age, are current owners 

of one of the scarcest factors of production in our economy – well-located land….’  

 Let’s say someone buys a property and holds it for a number of years without making any 

improvements. They just wait for population growth, new community-funded 

http://www.theage.com.au/business/time-to-change-the-unfair-rules-for-negative-gearing-20110424-1dsu6.html
http://www.theguardian.com/business/grogonomics/2015/mar/19/negative-gearing-a-legal-tax-rort-for-rich-investors-that-reduces-housing-affordability
http://www.wealthandwant.com/themes/Mill.html
http://www.wealthandwant.com/themes/Mill.html
http://www.cooperativeindividualism.org/churchill-winston_on-the-land-question-1952.html
http://www.ahuri.edu.au/downloads/publications/EvRevReports/NRV3_Research_Paper_10.pdf
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infrastructure and new facilities provided by others to push up the price before selling the 

property at a profit.  

In a recent Sydney example, land owners made a large windfall profit when the 

government released plans for a new hospital. 

 A strong case can be made that any profit (in excess of inflation and relevant costs) made 

from the sale should be taxed at a substantial flat rate and that the owner-occupied 

‘family home’ should be included. It’s reasonable to include owner-occupied housing 

because ‘unearned increments’ are accrued by all classes of housing. (It’s worth noting 

here that freehold title does not provide unrestricted rights, with common law rights now 

limited by various laws including those which reserve ownership of minerals, oil, gas and 

water to the state). 

 This proposal extends the current capital gains tax to apply to all classes of housing and 

sets the tax at a substantial flat rate rather than the current situation where only half of 

the capital gains from an investment property are taxed at the individual’s marginal tax 

rate.  

The purpose of this tax is to subdue expectations of future profit through capital gains (i.e. 

unearned increments), thereby making housing (including the family home) less attractive 

as an investment relative to other investments like industrial or commercial property and 

shares.  This is expected to relieve some of the pressure on affordability from investors. 

(Importantly, it would also reduce excessive ‘unproductive’ investment in housing).  

 

The income from the expanded capital gains tax could be used to finance major 

infrastructure not funded by infrastructure charges on individual housing or residential 

land developments. This could include metropolitan public transport construction (for 

example the proposed Melbourne underground rail link) and operational improvements 

like better bus services. This approach would reinforce the idea that capital gains are often 

generated by infrastructure investment, and the tax could be seen as a kind of ‘catch up’ 

value capture for past infrastructure investment. 

 

A project assessment body independent of government or business should prioritise the 

investment of the capital gains tax revenue.   

 

c) Ensure urban consolidation policies are based on achievable development outcomes 
Urban consolidation policies can too often be based on theoretical development yields 

that urban planners think are desirable rather than what private developers are willing to 

bring to market. A recent example is the proposal by government planners that 

development in the Beenleigh centre (in outer Brisbane) could include high rise residential 

or mixed use buildings up to 30 stories high. However, the upper limit on what buyers in 

this area are currently prepared to pay for apartments makes this type of development 

unlikely to be built in the short to medium term. 

 

http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/newslocal/northern-beaches/developers-are-targeting-homes-near-the-planned-new-northern-beaches-hospital-offering-millions/story-fngr8hax-1227330432251
http://www.prosper.org.au/2014/12/10/funding-melbournes-new-underground-rail-link/
http://www.news.com.au/finance/real-estate/plan-to-allow-30storey-towers-set-to-create-brisbanegold-coast-corridor-highrise-skyline/story-fncq3era-1226864137590
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If infill targets are unrealistically high because of lack of attention to what developers are 

prepared to bring to market, the amount of greenfield land allocated for development 

may be insufficient to meet housing demand, thereby putting upward pressure on prices. 

 

d) Reform the current negative gearing laws 
Although some claim negative gearing increases the supply of rental housing, more than 

90% of all investor housing finance is now for established housing.  

 

Negative gearing should be abolished for established housing (after current owners sell) 

but could be retained for new housing construction. If this approach increases supply, that 

would be a good outcome. If not, there would not be a significant cost to government. 

 

e) Recognise the need for ‘macroprudential’ controls on housing finance 
The provision of housing is subject to market failure. Short of directly constructing a 

significant number of housing units (as was done up to 1976), governments have only 

limited influence on supply through the urban planning system. Governments are unlikely 

to be able to coerce developers to act against their own interests by increasing supply to 

such an extent as to lower prices.   

 

In any event, under current conditions the price of housing is ‘demand driven’ (see page 

1655 here). That is purchasing power is the final arbiter of price. Until the above reforms to 

capital gains tax laws and negative gearing are fully implemented, it is probably necessary 

to put a cap on the purchasing power of buyers by macroprudential measures such as 

limiting loan to valuation ratios. This is particularly important in the current low interest 

rate environment.  

 

On the face of it, these measures could be inequitable if they increase the ‘deposit gap’. 

However by reducing purchasing power, the measures could be expected to reduce prices 

over time, especially in conjunction with the suggested taxation reforms.  

 

Specific reforms  

 Extend the capital gains tax to include all classes of housing and residential land. The tax 

rate could be something like 30% on owner-occupied housing and 60% on other 

housing and residential land  

 Capital gains tax changes apply to new owners not current owners 

 Review government land release policies to reduce any adverse supply impacts, subject 

to achieving other urban planning objectives 

 Abolish negative gearing on established housing (after current owners sell) 

 Limit the proportion of housing mortgages with a loan to value ratio (LVR) more than 90 

per cent, subject to the mortgage debt being capped at (say) ten times the imputed or 

actual rental income of the property; also interest-only loans and those backed by 

parental or other guarantee not permitted (from Egan and Soos p691).   

 
 

http://www.theguardian.com/business/grogonomics/2015/mar/19/negative-gearing-a-legal-tax-rort-for-rich-investors-that-reduces-housing-affordability?CMP=share_btn_link
http://www.prosper.org.au/2013/09/03/saul-eslake-50-years-of-housing-failure/
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=oACQM7HMDDoC&pg=PA1658&lpg=PA1658&dq=land+is+not+a+homogeneous+product&source=bl&ots=7zrLO8-FDl&sig=ymeg8EJNeO5A2_15zvWF3hir6gQ&hl=en&sa=X&ei=_n4CVbD8HIjr8AXjxgI&ved=0CB0Q6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=land%20is%20not%20a%20homogeneous%20product&f=false
http://www.worldeconomicsassociation.org/downloads/bubble-economics-australian-land-speculation-1830-2013/
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Impacts of the reform package  

For the purposes of assessing the impacts of the reform package, it is assumed that the package 
will reduce the price of housing and residential land.  

a) Winners 
Those buying housing or residential land after the reforms take effect, provided they have 

the larger deposit required.    

b) Neutral 
Overall, the impact on renters is expected to be minor, although there could be some 
adverse impacts in some local areas.  
 

c) Losers 

 Owner-occupiers who recently purchased, particularly those with a low deposit loan 

 Investors, especially highly geared investors, and those using their owner-occupied 

housing as collateral. 

 

Transition arrangements  

 Capital gains tax reforms start with new owners 

 Capital gains tax rates could start lower and increase progressively over several years 

 An exemption from capital gains tax could apply for several years for owner-

occupied housing below a certain value 

 Negative gearing for established housing would cut out at the time of the 

subsequent sale 

 Part of the revenue from the higher capital gains tax may need to be used to help 

owners of recently-purchased owner-occupied homes if falling prices from these 

reforms cause hardship 

 Investors facing the loss of their own home due to debt on investment properties 

with falling values may have to be helped as well; this could be in the form of a 

revolving fund to purchase and resell investment properties  

 Loan to value ratios of mortgages, and other macroprudential measures will need to 

be fine-tuned during the transition.   

Conclusion  
The proposed reform package is evidenced-based but will be politically difficult to implement.  

While it is popular to blame restricted supply for the high prices, policies aimed at increasing 

supply are likely to be relatively ineffective and run the risk of undesirable social and 

environmental  externalities as explained above. In any case, supply side measures will not be 

sufficient in themselves when demand factors are operating so strongly. Moreover, housing is not 

a commodity that follows simple supply-demand relationships. 

 Of the proposed reforms, removal of negative gearing would have the most support, including 

from some prominent economic commentators. However, with about two-thirds of Australia’s 

rental property owners claiming a tax loss, it would be politically necessary for these existing 

investment properties to be exempt from the negative gearing changes until a subsequent sale. 

http://www.news.com.au/finance/real-estate/tax-advice-for-property-investors/story-fneofxxf-1226690323391
http://www.news.com.au/finance/real-estate/tax-advice-for-property-investors/story-fneofxxf-1226690323391
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Macroprudential controls on housing finance have been used recently in New Zealand and this 

may convince some in Australia. The Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) has taken 

some tentative steps in this direction but much more is probably needed, in the short term at 

least.  

Increasing the capital gains tax rate would prove very unpopular to most of the estimated 1.8 

million housing investors in Australia, with any extension of the capital gains tax to owner-

occupied housing particularly unwelcome by many more. However, this is a central part of the 

reform package and therefore it is vital that there be a suitable compensation package to make 

the adjustment less painful. 

Transition arrangements would need to ‘soothe the pain’ of enough of those adversely affected to 

achieve broad acceptance of the reforms. 

According to a report prepared for the Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute (AHURI) in 

2007, continuing current arrangements could have the result that ‘the only members of future 

generations who will not have an affordability problem are some of the children of the most 

favoured generation Australia is likely ever to have’.  

Economics commentator Ross Gittins broadly agrees with this view.    

Recent commentary on Thomas Piketty’s acclaimed book ‘Capital in the 21st Century’ suggests that 

the growing returns from economic growth to capital over recent decades have been largely due to 

property: ‘surging house prices are almost entirely responsible for growing returns on capital.’  In 

other words, the growing inequality Piketty is concerned about may well be largely manifesting in 

the form of housing inequality.  Writing about Piketty’s analysis, prominent US economist Joseph 

Stiglitz observes that ‘a closer look at what has gone on suggests that a large fraction of the 

increase in wealth is an increase in the value of land, not in the amount of capital goods.’ Therefore 

if inequality is to be reduced, the community-created value in land must be shared more 

equitability. 

 

The 2007 AHURI report concludes that ‘what is needed is a return to those aspects of the great 

Australian dream that were important when the concept first evolved: security and stability for 

those who seek it. This can only be achieved by giving up the speculative wealth accumulation and 

tax-advantaged unearned gains that became important by default as a result of economic 

circumstances in the 1970s and that transformed the Great Australian Dream into the Great 

Australian Nightmare in the 1990s. It need not mean giving up the dream of home ownership. It 

may mean changing what it entails.’  
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